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Abstract
Creating finite element models of various joints in the human body has been extensively
researched using computational methods. Validated and verified computational models can
give important information about the load transfer through the joint benefitting clinicians and
academics. Computational models will allow for conducting virtual experiments and predict
possible outcomes of various in-vivo loading scenarios. These virtual experiments have
accelerated the development of joint implants, in particular for the hip and knee. Many finite
element models have been created of the hip and knee, but less attention has been paid to
other joints of the body in particular multi bone joints such as the wrist and ankle. That can
be credited to the geometrical complexity of the joints as each bone within the joint will
contribute uniquely to the load transfer characteristics as well as interacting with
neighbouring bones. Such contact analysis is computationally costly, but with recent
advances in computational power and software, these types of simulations are now possible
to be carried out with greater level of detail than before. This chapter will describe the
methodology for creating a multi bone finite element model focussing on the wrist and
demonstrate the clinical applications that such a model can be used for.
1. Introduction.
Computational models of biomechanical systems have been available for over 40 years. In
the first issue of Journal of Biomechanics from 1968 there exists a paper by Marangoni and
Glaser looking at the viscoelastic behaviour of biological tissue and presented numerical
results using a discrete model which can be thought of as a predecessor of the modern finite
element models. In 1971 Rybicki et al published a paper on the mechanical stresses of the
femur using the finite element method. Since then, published papers on finite element
modelling increased yearly and now, 40 years later, the finite element method plays an
important part on the analysis of geometrically complex structures. The hip has been
researched extensively over these 40 years and numerous papers have been published from
various different research groups on the mechanical response of the femur and total hip
arthroplasty under various types of loading. What makes the hip an excellent candidate for
finite element analysis is the fact that the geometry of the joint is well defined and can be
easily extracted from CT or MRI scans but also the fact that the joint contact forces and
musculoskeletal modelling of the hip joint has been extensively researched and measured
(Bergmann et al 1993) giving a well defined loading condition during gait and other
activities. The knee has also been researched using the finite element method where the joint
geometry is well defined, but the loading conditions and the kinematics are more complex.

Other joints in the human body have been investigated and simulated using the finite element
method, such as the spine, shoulder, ankle and wrist. Modelling of those joints is more
complicated than of the hip and knee, due to complex bone geometry, soft tissue modelling as
well as difficulty determining the physiologically relevant loading conditions acting on the
joint.
The wrist and the ankle pose a challenge in biomechanical modelling due to the complex
interactions between the many bones comprising the joint. Each bone will contribute
uniquely to the high range of motion of the joint. The challenge in the modelling of such
multibone systems is to capture the mechanism contributing to the stabilization of the joint. A
stable joint is able to provide three-dimensional equilibrium under external loading which can
also be interpreted as the ability of a joint to maintain a normal relationship between the
articulating bones and soft tissue constraints under physiologic loads throughout the whole
range of motion (Garcia-Elias et al. 1995). This implies that the joints need to be capable of
distributing loads without generating abnormally high stresses on the articulating surfaces as
well as being able to move within the joint’s range of motion. Geometry of the bones also
plays an important role in joint stability and the concavity or convexity of the articulating
bones helps the bones to distribute stresses across the joint.
Work on finite element modelling of the wrist started in the 1990s with the works of Miyake
et al and Anderson and Daniel who modelled the stresses on the radiocarpal joint using a
plain strain contact model. That model contained the radius, scaphoid and the lunate as well
as the extrinsic ligaments and the scapholunate ligaments. The TFCC was modelled using a
series of spring elements. Albeit a two-dimensional model, it marked a beginning of further
research interest in the numerical modelling of the wrist. Miyake et al (1994) published
around the same time, a finite element model simulating the stress distribution of a malunited
Colle’s fracture. That same group later published a paper on the stress distribution in the
carpus following a lunate ceramic replacement for Kienböck’s disease (Oda et al 2000).
Other wrist models were published shortly afterwards and can be summarised in the
following table.
Author
Miyake et al
Anderson & Daniel
Schuind et al
Ulrich et al
Oda et al

Year
1994
1995, 2005
1995
1999
2000

Type
Finite element
Finite element
Rigid body
Finite element
Finite element

Carrigan et al

2003

Finite element

Nedoma et al

2003

Gislason et al
Guo et al

2009, 2010
2009

Mathematical
model
Finite element
Finite element

Modelled
Radius, scaphoid lunate
Radius, scaphoid, lunate, ulna
Whole carpus
Radius, scaphoid, lunate
Whole carpus excluding
metacarpals
Whole carpus excluding
metacarpals
Whole carpus
Whole carpus
Whole carpus

Bajuri et al
2012
Finite element
Whole carpus
Table 1.1: Previously published finite element models of the wrist

Carrigan et al (2003) published the first three dimensional wrist model where all the carpal
bones were incorporated but not the metacarpals. Loading was applied onto the distal aspect
of the capitate and was 15 N compressive force which was not representative of physiological
in vivo loading on the wrist. Additionally the scaphoid needed to be constrained using
unphysiological constraints in order to achieve convergence. In 2009 full three dimensional
models of the wrist were published by Gislason et al and Guo et al incorporating the distal
ends of the radius and ulna, all the carpal bones as well as the metacarpals. The Gislason
model aimed to simulate load transfer behaviour of the wrist during gripping in three
different subjects with the wrist in three different positions. The loading was determined on a
subject specific basis where the forces and moments acting on the fingers were measured and
by using a biomechanical model, the measured external forces were converted into joint
contact forces acting on the metacarpals. The Guo model aimed to simulate the carpal bone
behaviour after the transverse carpal ligament had been excised. The loading applied onto the
Guo model was a combined 100 N compressive force acting on the 2nd and 3rd metacarpal and
some unphysiological constraints were applied to the model. Bajuri et al (2012) created a full
three dimensional model simulating the effects of rheumatoid arthritis on the stress behaviour
of the carpal bones.
Finite element models of the ankle also exist through the research of Chen et al (2003) and
Cheung (2004) and although the chapter mainly discusses the creation of a finite element
model of the wrist, there are many similarities in the methodology of creating a high quality
finite element model of a multi bone joint, whether it be the wrist or the ankle.
The fundamental problems that researchers face in the creation of a finite element model of
the wrist are the loads applied and the soft tissue constraints on the carpus. The wrist is a
mechanically unstable joint, so external constraints in the form of ligaments must be applied
in order for the carpal bones to return to equilibrium, whether they be modelled as spring
elements or as separate geometrical entities.
With increased computational power and more enhanced software, it is possible to simulate
more complex structures to a higher degree of detail than before. With the current rate of
software and hardware development, the user will soon become the limiting factor on the
quality of the finite element models produced.
2. Image segmenting.
A fully representative geometrical model is integral for the quality of the finite element
model. With enhanced scanners and software it is possible to achieve high degree of
resolution for the geometrical model. There exist many different image processing software
packages that are capable of carrying out image processing and segmenting the scans in order
to create three dimensional surface such as Mimics (Materialise), Simplware, Amira, 3D
doctor, 3D slicer to name a few.

Segmentation of the wrist bones requires close attention to details as the geometrical features
of each carpal bone can be highly irregular and can vary between individuals. Using an
automated segmentation from the abovementioned software packages sometimes can not be
enough to capture the full three-dimensional geometry of the bones so manual segmentation
is at times necessary. The importance of a high quality segmentation can not be
underestimated in multibone modelling as the congruence of the articulating surfaces will
play an important role in the contact formulation. Any rough edges on the articulating
surfaces will cause penetration of nodepoints which will cause numerical instability and
convergence problems once the finite element model will be run. It is therefore critical to the
success of the computational model that the segmentation be carried out in an accurate
manner. Another reason why the segmentation is the most critical aspect of the modelling, is
the fact that once the geometry has been constructed and meshed, it is very difficult for the
user to make any changes to it without starting from the beginning again.
The plane in which the segmentation should be carried out in, would be the plane with the
highest resolution, which is primarily the axial plane. Using the sagittal and the coronal plane
(or the other two planes with lower resolution) can also be beneficial in order to fine tune the
segmentation in order to get a full three dimensional representation of the segmentation.
Figure 2.1 shows segmentation of the carpal bones in axial and coronal planes.

Figure 2.1: Segmentation of carpal bones in two planes

Using the masks can also be a helpful tool in determining the distribution between cortical
and cancellous bone. By eroding the mask of a given number of pixels, it is possible to create
a hoop in each slice representing the two stiffness layers. Previously published papers have
suggested that the thickness of the cortical shell in carpal bones is on average 2.6 mm (Louis
et al 1995). Figure 2.2 shows the distribution between cortical and cancellous bone on the
scans and in the finite element model.

Figure 2.2: Distribution between cortical and cancellous bone in scans and on finite element
model
Most software packages now offer the option of smoothing the three dimensional object. It is
inevitable that unsmooth edges will occur from the image segmentation and will be more
visible if some degree of manual segmentation is required. Figure 2.3 shows an example of
how the radius bone will look like, before and after smoothing.

Figure 2.3: The radius bone before and after three dimensional smoothing

The smoothing is easily done within the software packages, but the user must be aware of the
possible implications of the smoothing as it is possible to be too aggressive in the smoothing
and therefore lose volume at the expense of a good looking picture. Each iteration of the
smoothing causes some changes in the volume of the three dimensional object although some
software packages allow to compensate for the volume changes. A possible solution to these
volume changes would be to recalculate the mask based upon and carry out manual
adjustments of the mask and recalculate the three dimensional object and creating an iterative
cycle until the smoothing will have negligible effects on the volume of the bone.

3. Meshing

The quality of the mesh of the finite element model will determine the quality of the solution.
The process of meshing the three-dimensional objects using an automated meshing tool,
which many of the image processing softwares packages discussed in previous chapter have
incorporated, has significantly decreased the time and effort to create high quality meshes.
The software packages then give the option of importing the meshes into finite element
programs such as Ansys, Abaqus and others.
The versatility of the tetrahedral elements, have made them popular for the automatic
meshing tools in the software packages. The tetrahedral elements are capable of capturing a
high degree of geometric non-linearity and are the most popular elements used in
biomechanical modelling research today. The problem with the tetrahedral elements is the
stiffness of the 4 node tetrahedral element which can give too high stress values compared to
the 10 node tetrahedral element. If using a 4 node tetrahedral element, the user must be
confident that a sufficient number of elements is being used to capture the nonlinear
geometry. For the presented models an average of roughly 430 thousand elements were used,
resulting in an element density of about 10 elements/mm3.
Hexahedral elements can also be used in biomechanical finite element models. In 2005
Ramos and Simões compared the performance of first and second order hexahedral elements
and tetrahedral elements on a femur model and reported that there was little difference in the
accuracy of the two types of tetrahedral elements. The tetrahedral elements were closer to a
theoretical result than the hexahedral elements. The hexahedral elements though showed a
higher degree of stability and were less influenced by the number of elements.
As with other finite element models, the mesh quality will play a significant role in the
overall solution quality. In a multibody analysis needing contact formulation, obtaining high
element quality at the articular surfaces is important, as cartilage elements are soft and tend to
deform to a greater extent than the bone elements. Therefore an ill shaped cartilage element,
undergoing large deformations, is likely to be excessively distorted and cause divergence of
the solution.
With increased computing power, the automatic meshing tool have become extremely
powerful which means that the user will not need to spend much time on producing a high
quality mesh, making it possible to model larger numbers of models and incorporating
subject specific models.
4. Creation of the finite element model
During the creation of the finite element model, the best practice is to import each carpal
bone individually allowing the user to keep control over whole assembly. Most of the image
processing software packages will take into account the coordinates of individual pixels from
the MRI or CT scans. Therefore the position of each carpal bone will be preserved after being
imported into the finite element software.
Cartilage modelling

Modelling the cartilage is one of the greatest challenges faced by researchers working on
joint modelling. Cartilage is not visible from CT scans, but can be identified using MRI
scans. In clinical 3 Tesla scanners it can be difficult to determine exactly where the cartilage
boundary layer is located in three-dimensional space, making it difficult to create the
cartilage layer via masking of the scans. In doing so, the researcher will need to interpolate
the shape of the cartilage layer often resulting in an irregular shape causing meshing
problems. Another aspect regarding incorporating the cartilage layer into the bone model is
the scattering of stiff cortical bone elements and soft cartilage elements. That could cause
numerical instabilities in the solution phase. A more practical approach is to extrude the
external surfaces of the bones at the articulation and creating a solid volume layer
representing the cartilage. Using this method will give a distinct boundary between the bone
and the cartilage layer. Another possibility would be to extrude the elements directly creating
a layer of wedge elements.
Material modelling
Bone
Most finite element models of joints have used elastic material properties for both the cortical
shell and for the cancellous bone. Bone is a viscoelastic material and its properties will
depend on the strain rate. All published multibone joint finite element models have focussed
on a quasi static analysis of the joint and therefore applying the loads slowly. The material
properties used for the bone in the presented study, can be seen in Table 4.1 and are obtained
from Rho et al (1997).
Young’s
modulus [MPa]
Cortical
17*103-19*103
Cancellous
100-200
Table 4.1 Bone material properties
Bone type

Poisson’s ratio
0.25
0.30

Density
[mg/cm3]
1500-2000
500-1500

Ultimate tensile
strength [MPa]
150
20

The simplified material values presented in Table 4.1 will give an idea about the parameters
that can be applied to a macroscopical finite element model of a bone. A more refined
material model incorporating bone mineral density, the orthotropical behaviour and
viscoelastic properties would add a substantial amount of complexity to the model.
Cartilage
Many finite element studies have simulated the mechanical properties of the articular
cartilage as elastic material which can be subjected to large errors. Articular cartilage is a
complex material that has the properties of a fluid and a solid and has been researched
extensively in the literature. Much of that research hasn’t been applied into the finite element
modelling of multibody joints, although many finite element models exist of cartilage only
focussing on the material behaviour. Attempts have been made (Gislason 10 and Bajuri 12) to
incorporate the non-linearities of the articular cartilage behaviour into the finite element

models, by using Mooney-Rivlin hyper-elastic material properties using the material data
obtained from Li et al (2007).
Ligaments
Evaluating the material properties of ligaments pose a great challenge to researchers in
multibone joint modelling as they operate only in tension and show viscoelastic material
properties. In tension the ligaments show a non-linear characteristic at the initial stages of the
load application (usually referred to as the toe region) but once a given reference strain or
extension has been exceeded, the ligaments respond in a linear manner to loading. The reason
for the non linearities in the toe region is due to the fiber orientation within the ligaments.
The collagen fibers are placed in a ”wavy” type of fashion and the initial load applied to the
ligament goes to straighten the fibers and then they can be stretched in a linear fashion.
Another reason is that the fiber lengths within the ligament differ and the initial loading goes
to pull the fibers to the same length (Amis 1985). After the linear region then the ligaments
follow another period of nonlinear behaviour where the stiffness decreases due to fibre failure
until it reaches complete failure.
Research has shown that the material properties of the extrinsic wrist ligaments (ligaments
that cross the radiocarpal joint) are distinctly different from the properties of the intrinsic
wrist ligaments. The extrinsic ligaments are generally stiffer but weaker than the intrinsic
ligaments which are elastic and strong. In 1991, Logan and Nowak carried out a study where
two extrinsic ligaments (the radiocapitate (RC) and the radiolunate (RL)) and two intrinsic
ligaments (the scapholunate (SL) and the lunotriquetrum (LT)) were tested to demonstrate the
biomechanical difference between the two types of ligaments. Table 4.2 shows the findings
from the study from Logan and Nowak.
Rate
SL [N]
LT [N]
RL [N]
RC [N]
1 mm/min
197.1 ± 35.5 241.1 ± 41.8 50.8 ± 14.8
84.3 ± 16.0
100 mm/min 232.6 ± 10.9 353.7 ± 69.2 107.2 ± 14.5 151.6 ± 23.0
Table 4.2 Results from Logan and Nowak on ligament material properties

From the table it can be seen that the loading rate primarily affects the extrinsic ligaments,
making them stiffer and stronger under a rapid loading. This mechanism helps preventing
ligament injury during fall, as the extrinsic ligaments anchor the mobile carpal bones to the
radius and the ulna.
Tensile experiments on ligaments are difficult to carry out in practice. Wrist ligaments in
particular are too short to be tested on their own, so the attaching bones are dissected along
with the ligament and are held rigid in the tensile machine. It can be difficult to compare
ligament tensile studies because they can be performed under different conditions which can
have profound effects on the experimental results on which modellers of the joint rely. Other
material studies have been carried out and published in the literature on wrist ligament
properties (Berger 1997, Bettinger 1999).

Contact setup
Once the bones have all been incorporated into the finite element software and assembled
together bone by bone and cartilage constructed, the contact formulation between the bones
need to be formulated. A surface-to-surface contact is most common method defining the
contact between the bones, but node-to-surface configuration can also be implemented. Most
finite element models will allow the user different contact models, such as the Lagrange
method, the penalty method etc. The availability of these different contact models can be
limited to the type of solution algorithm used. Additionally the user can determine the
stiffness of the contact, but usually as “hard contact” is applied which is defined by

Where p is the contact pressure and h is the over closure between the two surfaces. Using
kinematic contact method is generally preferred over the penalty contact as it introduces an
additional stiffness to the system. Frictionless contact properties or friction using a low
friction coefficient should also implemented on the articulating surfaces. By using frictionless
contact, it is ensured that no shear stresses occur at the articulations.
It has been reported in the literature (Kauer 1986) that there is little or no movement between
certain articulations, such as the articulations between the bones in the distal row of the wrist
and the metacarpals (in the carpometacarpal joint). For those joints, it is possible to use a tie
constraint so that no relative motion occurs between the two bones. That will help to simplify
the model. The model can be seen in Figure 4.1

Figure 4.1 Finite element model

5. Soft tissue modelling

Due to the high mobility of joints such as the wrist and the ankle, they need to be constrained
through a large and complicated set of ligaments to ensure structural integrity of the joint.
Without any structural contribution from the ligaments, any finite model of the wrist or the
ankle would diverge. As previously discussed then the material properties of each ligament
will vary depending on its function and location.
The geometry of the wrist ligaments is complex and difficult to incorporate into a finite
element model. Some ligaments wrap around the carpal bones without attaching to them, thus
providing additional dorsal/volar constraints on the carpus. This can be seen for the dorsal
radiotriquetral ligament which originates at the distal end of the radius and attaches to the
proximal pole of the triquetrum, overlapping the lunate and adding to the transverse stability
of the carpus.
Previous models have incorporated the ligaments as one dimensional spring elements
(Carrigan, Gislason, Bajuri), which is the simplest approach of creating the geometry.
Although this method will give a relatively good representation regarding the overall

constraints of the carpus, the problem will persist that the spring elements will only constrain
the carpal bones in the direction of the springs. Using non-linear springs, the user must make
sure that the springs do not take any tensile forces. The literature gives a range of ultimate
strength and strain values (Berger 1999, Nowak 1991) for various ligaments which can be
used to recreate a non-linear stress-strain or force-displacement curve in the form of

{
Where F is the ligament force, x is the strain and α, a and b are constants. The force values
can be converted into stress, by using measurements of the cross sectional areas of the
ligaments as presented by Feipel et al (1998).
Another possibility is to model the ligament as three dimensional surfaces using two
dimensional elements, by identifying the insertion node points and creating the external lines
of the ligament using splines, finally an area is defined from the lines and meshed using shell
elements. Modelling the material behaviour can be modelled by implementing stress-strain
curves for each ligament using hyperelastic material properties. The challenge in soft tissue
modelling, beside the geometrical representation of the ligaments, is not over or under
constraining the model. A figure of the model where ligaments are represented as three
dimensional surfaces can be seen in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Ligaments modelled as three dimensional surfaces.

In a pilot study carried out on ligament modelling, it was seen that by using the elastic
springs, there was a significant translation of the carpal bones, which decreased drastically by
assuming linear elastic material properties of the ligaments. That over-constrained the system

to a great extent and allowed extremely little bone movement under loading. Modelling the
ligaments as hyperelastic resulted in larger motion of the ligaments than allowed by using the
elastic properties, but less using the non-linear springs. The springs are most probably underconstraining the whole system, but using three dimensional ligaments with elastic material
properties is probably over-constraining the system. More research needs to be carried out on
the soft tissue properties of multibone joints and the constraining effects various modelling
techniques will have on the overall system.

6. Modelling of surgical procedures
With a computational model of the wrist in place, analysis of surgical procedures such as
arthrodesis and arthroplasty can be carried out. Arthrodesis is a procedure that fuses together
joints to reduce mobility. In the wrist and the ankle there are many individual joints and
should just a single joint be fused, the procedure is called partial arthrodesis and a total
arthrodesis if the whole joint is fused. This is a recognised surgical procedure to reduce pain
and increase stability in the arthritic wrist. Simulating such procedures can be done using a
finite element model, where instead of applying contact formulation a tie constraint is applied
at the articulating joints. That will treat the two articulating bones as a single unit, not
allowing any relative movement between them. After such a procedure it can be seen that the
overall load transfer will be altered as additional constraints have been introduced to the
system. This can be seen in particular on radiolunate fusion where high joint contact forces
were seen on the capitolunate joint. Figure 6.1 shows the changes in load transfer in the
midcarpal joint following radiolunate (RL), radioscaphoid (RS) and radioscapholunate (RSL)
fusion compared to the untreated wrist

Figure 6.1 Changes in joint contact forces following a partial wrist arthrodesis.
Using the finite element method can be a useful tool to predict a possible surgical outcome,
as can be seen with the radiolunate fusion, an extremely high force can be seen acting on the

capitolunate joint. This can be explained by the fact that during gripping (and most other
tasks) the thumb will be angled in such a way that the joint contact forces acting on the first
carpometacarpal joint will tend to push the carpus ulnarly. This can be seen in Figure 4.1 how
the thumb forces tend to ulnarly translate. With the lunate anchored to the radius and the
capitate free to translate, it can be seen that under such ulnarly directed forces the capitate
will be excessively constrained by the lunate thus causing such high joint contact forces. It
can be seen that by fusing both the radius and the lunate, the model predicts more evenly
distributed load through the midcarpal joints, however at the expense of a smaller range of
motion.
Finite element models on total hip and knee arthroplasty have been prominent in the literature
and extensive research has been carried out on the stress distribution in the femur following a
total hip arthroplasty and has contributed to the clinical success of the joint replacements.
Little has been written about total wrist arthroplasty and the effects it has on the distribution
of load within the wrist. Grosland et al have reported on wrist implants in terms of design and
carried out ex-vivo analysis, but a model is missing that captures a full three dimensional
features of the implanted wrist. A preliminary model was created of the implanted wrist
under physiological loading. It showed how the majority of the load was transmitted through
the implant and onto the radius. The finite element model can be seen in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2 Finite element model of a total wrist arthroplasty

The stresses on the carpal bones and the implant can be seen in Figure 6.3

Figure 6.3 Load transmission through the implanted wrist

From a finite element perspective, modelling a total wrist arthroplasty is a simpler task than
modelling the healthy wrist as a few of the carpal bones will be removed during the
procedure which will decrease the number of contact surfaces. However problems regarding
the fixation of the implant into the radius and the distal row will arise as well as contact
between the proximal and distal part. In the pilot study, it was assumed that the implant was
fully fixed in the radius as well as the distal component fully tied to the carpal bones in the
distal row. There are many different types of wrist implants commercially available and the
personal preference of the surgeon will in many cases determine which implant will be used.
A finite element model will allow to virtually implant a prosthesis into the carpus and
calculate the stresses under static loading. The main problem with carrying out such
experiments is that the size and the location of the implant could be erroneous which will
have a large impact on the overall solution.
The finite element method can be used as a tool to evaluate the different implant designs
available on the market. Given the high failure rate of the implants, there is a demand to
investigate closer the effects that a total wrist arthroplasty has on the overall load transfer
through the wrist and what can be done to design for longevity and functionality of the
implant.

7. Loading conditions
Applying in vivo loading conditions on the finite element model, is an extremely challenging
aspect of the modelling, especially since there has been very little written about the
biomechanical modelling of the wrist. Most studies have applied arbitrary loading conditions,
15 N compressive force acting on the distal end of the capitate (Carrigan et al), a combined
compressive load of 100 N applied to the 2nd and 3rd metacarpal (Guo et al) and a combined
1000 N load acting on the scaphoid and lunate (Ulrich et al). The load cases are better defined
in the joints in the lower limb and the fundamental question, researchers must ask themselves

is “what activity is characteristic for loading on the upper limb?”. The answer to that is not
clear cut and can range from compressive forces acting on the proximal part of the palm with
subject trying to push an object to forces action on the fingers via gripping. There are many
grip patterns defined in the literature (chuck grip, power grip, pinch grip etc.) which all
contribute in a unique manner to the loading distribution through the fingers.
For the analysis presented in this chapter a grip pattern, seen in Figure 7.1 was used.

Figure 7.1 Grip pattern used for the analysis
The gripping forces were obtained through a biomechanical study where the gripping strength
of 50 subjects were measured using five 6-degrees of freedom force transducer (Nano 25-E
and Nano 17, ATI Industrial Automation Inc, USA). Simultaneous collection of position data
using an 8 camera motion capture system (Vicon, Oxford Metrics Ltd) was carried out to
capture both the kinetic and the kinematic data. The external forces were converted in to joint
contact forces acting on the metacarpals using a biomechanical model as described by Fowler
and Nicol (2000). More detailed analysis on execution of the biomechanical trials can be
found in Gislason et al (2009). The wrist models created were subject specific and the joint
contact forces applied can be seen in Table 7.1
Subject 1
Subject 2
Fx [N] Fy [N] Fz [N] Fx [N] Fy [N]
Digit 1 144.1
-545.1 -44.6
80.8
-536.1
Digit 2 253.2
-270.7 141.8
84.1
-294.2
Digit 3 348.5
-274.4 172.8
135.1
-126.2
Digit 4 117.3
-236.1 29.2
67.0
-94.0
Digit 5 111.1
-200.0 -3.8
42.5
-103.0
Table 7.1 Internal loading on the digits

Fz [N]
-8.4
10.5
72.8
54.7
10.6

Subject 3
Fx [N] Fy [N]
139.7
-452.2
110.7
-156.8
125.6
-237.7
113.7
-198.0
53.5
-160.5

Fz [N]
-12.0
87.4
98.9
78.5
19.3

Where
 Positive x-direction denotes ulnar direction
 Positive y direction denotes distal direction
 Positive z-direction denotes dorsal direction
As can be seen from Table 7.1, the contact forces were primarily directed, ulnarly, proximally
and dorsally. The joint contact forces were applied to the model as nodal forces where a
subset of nodes was chosen and the total force acting on each metacarpal was divided
between the nodes.
The proximal ends of the radius and ulna were kept fixed and compressive forces applied to
the distal end of the metacarpals.
Many studies have applied arbitrary boundary conditions onto the wrist, which will not give
information about the possible in-vivo behaviour of the carpal bones under loading. By
applying physiologically relevant loading conditions, it is possible to determine in more
detail the mechanical features within the wrist that control the loading. Due to the extensive
research carried out on the biomechanics of the hip and knee, modellers are able to apply
physiologically relevant loading conditions onto their models and predict in-vivo loading.

8. Solution algorithms
For multibody computational models, it is virtually impossible to solve an implicit model
where convergence needs to be obtained for each contact surface for each loadstep. High
residual forces at the boundaries of the contact surfaces will cause the solution to diverge.
Damping can be introduced between the bones, which can be released gradually as the load
step progresses and will be fully released when all of the loading has been applied.
Experiments showed that the load step progressed well at the initial stages of the load step,
but once the effects of the damping became less, cutbacks were seen in the solution process
which increased as the solution reached towards the end of the load step. The solution never
will reach the end of the loadstep. This is a classical behaviour of the proper contact not being
established between the bones. It has been previously demonstrated in the literature how
nonlinearities can cause divergence using the implicit code (Harewood 2007).
Most multibody analyses use the explicit algorithm to solve the model. The explicit algorithm
assumes dynamic behaviour of the model and no convergence checks are carried out on the
contact surfaces, which makes the explicit algorithm extremely robust in solving such a multi
body system. The solution for time step t +Δt is based on the status of the model at the
previous time step, t. In contrast for the implicit code the solution is based on the same time
step. The time step in the explicit analysis is determined from the characteristic element
length and material properties and is given by

where ωmax is the maximum eigenvalue in the system. Generally the time steps, Δt, are very
small, resulting in long run times. The criteria for assuming a quasi static solution, is that the
kinetic energy of the system does not exceed 5% of the strain energy.

9. Results
Finite element results
The results from the finite element model have shown that anatomical features play an
integral role in the stress distribution through the wrist and therefore it is difficult to
generalise about the results of a single standard model. However due to the complexity and
time commitment creating the finite element models, it is not possible to generate a large
cohort of models.
In the finite element models, the largest stress was seen at the in the cortical shell and were
on average a magnitude higher than the stresses in the cancellous bone. On average the
stresses in the cortical shell were around 18.6 MPa, and in the cancellous bone they were
around 1.1 MPa. The stress distribution for one of the model can be seen in Figure 9.1

Figure 9.1 von Mises stresses in a single model
Ligaments opposing ulnar translation were more active than others in the model, in particular
the dorsal radiotriquetral ligament which showed high degree of force going through it. That
result is in agreement with the theoretical findings of Garcia-Elias (1995) who stated that in

order to maintain stability, the dorsal radiotriquetral ligament would play an integral part in
stabilisation of the carpus during gripping.
The force through the radius and ulna was distributed so that majority of the load was taken
by the radius, ranging from 79-93% which is in agreement with the findings of Palmer and
Werner (1984) who measured the load distribution between the two forearm bones using a
load cell and reported that 80% of the loading was transmitted through the radius.

Validation
Validation is an important procedure to verify that the assumptions used for the
computational model are correct. In 2005, guidelines were written by Viceconti regarding the
methodology of producing a clinically relevant finite element model. There two important
assessment tools for finite element models were introduced, verification and validation. The
term verification is used to check numerical accuracy, that is how well the underlying
equations are solved. To verify the model, the user can check that forces at all reactions sum
up to give the input forces. Another example of verification can be seen when energy values
are compared to check whether the solution is portraying quasi-static behaviour. The term
validation is used to assess how well the underlying equations describe the physical
phenomena. Validation must be carried out in the lab to test a specimen under the same
conditions used in the computational model. Computational models are capable of creating
complex load cases, so through validation some simplification generally must be done, which
then can then be re-created through the computational model.
Validation of the computational model was carried out through two separate experiments.
One measured the strain on the radius and ulnar with the carpus loaded through pull of the
tendons (MacLeod 2007). The second measured the joint contact pressure of the
radioscaphoid joint using a pressure sensitive film.

Figure 9.2 Validation of the finite element model

It was measured using the strain gauges on the radius and ulna that the load through the
radius is around 70% and the remaining 30% through the ulna. These values are slightly
lower than what the finite element model was predicting, but both recognise the radius as the
main load bearing structure of the forearm.
The measurements of the contact pressure on the radioscaphoid joint showed that the joint
contact pressure ranged between 4-5 MPa under a 600 N compressive load which is in
agreement with the findings of the finite element model which predicted 6.5 MPa contact
pressure on the joint under the same loading conditions.

10. Conclusions
Creating a finite element model of the wrist and other multibody joints is a complex task
where many different aspects of the modelling need to be addressed. The most important
aspect contributing to a high quality finite element model is the construction of high integrity
geometrical model and the soft tissue modelling. High integrity geometrical model of the
articulating surfaces will aid the contact analysis, as a high degree of incongruence of the
articulating surfaces can lead to element distortion, especially on soft cartilage elements. The
external soft tissue constraints are important in order to maintain mechanical equilibrium as
well as allowing the bones to translate and rotate under loading. These two factors will play
an integral role in the success of the finite element model.
Finite element models of such complex joints such as the wrist and the ankle are likely to
become more prominent in the future as computational power and modelling software quality
increases. That will make modellers able to create models incorporating a higher degree of
detail than previously has been published.
It is inevitable that errors are introduced in such complex models. The errors can either be
within the control of the modeller or without. This chapter has discussed the procedures that
the modeller can carry out to minimise the sources of errors in the model. However the
modeller will have little control over errors that can be generated through using previously
published material properties and geometrical representation of the ligaments and soft tissue.
Using the finite element method predicting the load transfer through the healthy and the
pathological wrist can give clinicians important information regarding the choice of treatment
which can lead to higher procedure success rates and improve the quality of life for many
patients.
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